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ERRATUM

Article “Integrative review of literature: nursing care to aged people with HIV”, with number of 
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1590/0034-7167-2017-0264, published in the journal Revista Brasileira 
de Enfermagem, v71(suppl 2):884-82:

References 28 and 30 should be deleted.

On page 888,
Where it read:
“In Brazil, according to Boletim Epidemiológico [Epidemiological Bulletin] of 2015 “among 

men, it is possible to observe an increase in the detection rate, mainly among those with [...] 60 
years or more in the last 10 years”(26).”

Read:
“In Brazil, according to Boletim Epidemiológico [Epidemiological Bulletin] of 2015 “among 

men, it is possible to observe an increase in the detection rate, mainly among those with [...] 60 
years or more in the last 10 years”(27).”

Where it read:
“The assessed studies clarify that there is no groups of risk, only behaviors of risk(29-30).”

Read:
“It is considered that there are no groups at risk but rather behaviors and vulnerabilities(29).”

On page 888 and 889,
Where it read:
“The analysis of the results allowed us to identify that when older people attend a health 

service, it takes days or even a whole year for them to be diagnosed with HIV. Many cases are 
limited to the secondary or tertiary network, when seen as opportunistic infections, having late 
diagnosis. Authors state that this situation might be associated with the socioeconomic level and 
low education, which would justify why some patients took so long to attend a health service(25).”

Read:
“The analysis of the results allowed us to identify that when older people attend a health 

service, it takes days or even a whole year for them to be diagnosed with HIV. Many cases are 
limited to the secondary or tertiary network, when seen as opportunistic infections, having late 
diagnosis. Authors state that this situation might be associated with the socioeconomic level and 
low education(25), which would justify why some patients took so long to attend a health service.”

On page 889,
Where it read:
“However, even when the nurse is in direct contact with the patient, these professionals still 

need to integrate actions associated with sexuality to help patients to overcome the disease. Studies 
on aged people’s sexuality and nursing care integration are still scarce(32)”. 

Read:
“However, even when the nurse is in direct contact with the patient, these professionals still 

need to integrate actions associated with sexuality to help patients to overcome the disease(37). 
Studies on aged people’s sexuality and nursing care integration are still scarce”. 
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Where it read:
“When thinking about the nutrition and the quality of life of these aged people, we face issues 

associated with food guidance, sexual orientation, use of drugs (antiretroviral drugs) and emotional 
diseases, especially when part of the patient’s family and friends discriminate them, which leads 
to their social isolation and the possibility of developing depression and suicide(34).”

Read:
“When thinking about the nutrition and the quality of life of these aged people, we face issues 

associated with food guidance, sexual orientation, use of drugs (antiretroviral drugs) and emotional 
diseases, especially when part of the patient’s family and friends discriminate them, which leads 
to their social isolation and the possibility of developing depression and suicide(33).”

On page 889, where it read:
“The nurse needs to use strategies that might contribute significantly with the aged people’s 

health, understanding that the required approach does not need to be at individual level(13,26).”

Read:
“The nurse needs to use strategies that might contribute significantly with the aged people’s 

health, understanding that the required approach does not need to be at individual level(13).”


